Investigation of the interactions involved in the formation of nanotubes from organogelators.
Investigations into the formation of nanosized structures, particularly nanotubes, by a diamide ester compound are reported. Two aspects are concurrently examined: the role of the solvent and the role of the alkyl chain. The former is addressed by using a benzene derivative (o-xylene) and a totally saturated double ring (trans-decahydronaphthalene) whereas the latter is achieved by replacing the hydrogenous alkyl chain with its fluorinated counterpart while keeping the overall architecture the same. The thermodynamic behavior by differential scanning calorimetry, the morphology by transmission electron microscopy, and the structure by X-ray scattering and small-angle neutron scattering are studied. Despite the identical architecture, the fluorinated molecule does not produce any nanotubes, unlike its totally hydrogenous counterpart. Also, o-xylene prevents the hydrogenous molecule from forming nanotubes, while nanotapes are produced instead. Conversely, the fluorinated molecule produces regularly twisted protostructures in either solvent. Neutron scattering experiments show that the fluorinated alky chain is located within the core of this structure. This suggests that the prerequisite for forming nanotubes relies on the necessity of the alkyl group to point outward.